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Abstract 
We analyze the performance of multiple access schemes employed in a wireless packet 
network, mth an emphasls on CDMA. Broadly three problems are considered 
In chapter 2, we cons~der the slotted ALOHA protocol on a channel with capture 
effect There are M < w users each with an infinite buffer. If in a slot, z packets 
are transmitted, then probability of a successful reception of a packet ~s q,. Thls model 
contams the slotted ALOHA and CDMA protocols as specla1 cases. We obtam sufficient 
rate conditions, which are close to necessary for stability of the system, when the arrival 
streams are stationary ergodic Under the same rate conditions, for general regenerative 
arrival streams, we obtam the rates of convergence to stationarity, finiteness of stationary 
moments and various functional limit theorems We also obtain bounds on the stationary 
moments of waiting times which can be tight under realistic conditions Finally we o b t m  
several results on the transient performance of the system, e.g., first time to overflow and 
the hmits of the overflow process 
In chapter 3, we apply the above results for TDMA versus CDMA comparison Both 
the systems have the same total bandwidth and a common anival process. The channel 
model for CDMA is the same as the one considered in chapter 2. For TDMA, a transnutted 
packet is assumed to be successfully received with probability one. We compare the 
stability regions, the rates of convergence to stationary distribution and the delay moments 
for the two systems. We find the range of the number of users and their arrival rates for 
which CDMA has higher throughput and lower delay moments as compared to the TDMA 
system. 
In chapter 4, We consider performance analysis of a multiple access scheme under 
mobility and the associated fading. There are M channels, and a call is admitted if there 
is a free channel. On arrival, the call generates packets (the packet generation process can 
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be arbitrary), stores them in a buffer, and transrmts them on the channel Once all the 
generated packets are successfully transmitted, the call releases the channel A moblle 
makmg the call may be moving in the cell. A general mobihty model has been developed 
for t b s  purpose. The transmlsslons of an admitted call are assumed to undergo fading 
which is a functlon of the position, velocity and the hection of motion of the mobile. 
The probaWity of successful reception of a transrmtted packet depends upon the fadmg 
lt has undergone, the number of packets from other users that overlap on it, and their 
fading The code division and time divlsion multiple access schemes are special cases of 
our model Stationantyof the system state ~sproved both in contmuous tune,as wellas at 
external call arnval epochs Sufficient conditions are obtamed for the rates of convergence 
to stationary distribution. We lllustrate mth examples how to model typical situations in 
a cell and incorporate them in our mobility model Finally, we extend the above results 
to multicell case For thm case, we also fmd the upper bounds on handoff rates, channel 
holding time in a cell etc 
